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Q  I’m on the board of a nonprofit organization 
specializing in the placement of assistance dogs, matching 
them to people with multiple disabilities. Currently we breed, 
train, and place our dogs, as well as provide lifetime follow-
up and support, at no cost to carefully vetted recipients. The 
process requires a great deal of time and expertise.
Recently, we’ve been approached to provide our training 
services to dog owners who wish to turn their personal pets 
into service animals. This is a costly proposition. We can’t 
even consider offering this service to the public without 
charging for it. The question is, can we charge people who 
may have a genuine need for a service dog but who aren’t 
our clients or for some reason aren’t client-eligible? We don’t 
want to risk jeopardizing our nonprofit status.
I believe from what I’ve read that this shouldn’t be a problem 
as long as the fee we charge the public is below market value 
and that any “profits” support our organization’s primary 
mission. Is this true?

A  There are several ways you could accomplish your 
goal:

1. Adopt a Fee-for-Service Model.
The first strategy would have you working within your 
current nonprofit model, just charging a fee for the services 
you provide. “Fee for service” is a revenue model that has 
been around for a long time. More and more organizations 
are turning to it today as a means of sustainability, charging 
even their traditional clients. In this case, you have non-
traditional clients knocking on your door. These are people 
who may not have the multiple disabilities your traditional 
clients do, but whose reason for desiring a service animal is 
similar to that of your traditional clients. You can’t handle 
them without additional revenue. It’s perfectly legitimate 
to charge them for the services they’re requesting. 
Here are some things you should consider when adopting 
a fee-for-service model: 
What will offering this service cost you? Be sure to 
consider both financial and non-financial costs, such as:
•  Will you need to adopt invoicing software and hire 

someone to handle the billing? 

•  Will you incur additional liability, requiring more or 
even different kinds of insurance?

•  Will you need to pay extra salaries and buy additional 
supplies?

•  What will your clients and funders say if they feel you’re 
taking attention away from your primary stakeholders? 

Will you have to be concerned with Unrelated Business 
Income Tax (UBIT)? In your case I doubt it, since this 
offering is so directly related to your mission. But I encourage 
you to check with your tax advisor to be sure. Paying tax on 
income earned isn’t necessarily a bad thing – it means you 
made money. Still, if you’re liable for this tax, at a minimum 
it will require additional accounting services.
How will you charge?
•  Will it be a flat fee for everyone? 
•  Will you offer a sliding scale based on what someone 

can afford? If so, will you require proof of income or take 
people at their word? 

•  Will you make payment voluntary? If so, how will you 
gain enough donations to cover your costs? If you go the 
“voluntary” route, any donations must truly be voluntary 
– they can’t be even subtly “coerced.” 

•  Should you require a minimum payment and then 
request donations on top of that?

Will adding clients without multiple disabilities (or 
charging such clients a fee) violate the terms of any 
grants you may have received from funders of your mission-
based program? If so, in what way? Is the potential return 
worth the potential loss of these grants? 
What does the marketplace look like?
•  Are others doing this work within a reasonable proximity? 
•  If so, what services do they (and don’t they) offer? 
•  How much do they charge? 
•  Are they nonprofit or for-profit? 
•  What’s the fair market value of your services? Can you 

stay under that level and still at least break even?
What policies do you need to put into place? For 
example, will you agree to train only those breeds that have 
been determined to make good service dogs? Must a pet 
owner show proof of need from a doctor? Will you require 
the owner to commit to attending all training sessions or 
step down from the program? 

Should You Charge for Your Services?
Here	are	some	questions	to	ask	before	you	decide.
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Do you need to amend your articles of incorporation 
with the IRS so that it has a record of your new two-tiered 
client base and revenue model? 

2. Use a Social Enterprise Approach.
The second tactic is to turn to social enterprise. With this 
strategy, you could adopt one of the hybrid structures that 
have been gaining popularity in recent years. For instance, 
you might go the route of a nonprofit that has a wholly owned 
for-profit business subsidiary. 
If you want to try this stratagem, there are other things to 
consider:
Is this hybrid model legal in the state in which you’re 
incorporated? Not all states allow the full gamut of social 
enterprise models.
Do you have an attorney who has worked with setting 
up this structure? It can be complex and you don’t want 
to go it alone or with a novice.
Do you have a way to keep the resources for both 
organizations separate and accounted for? The IRS 
will insist on that!
Will you require two boards? Can there be any individuals 
that serve on both?
However you choose to proceed, good luck.
— Terrie Temkin, Ph.D., Founding Principal, CoreStrategies 

for Nonprofits, Inc. (corestrategies4nonprofits.com, terriet@
nonprofitmanagementsolutions.com) and editor of  You and 
Your Nonprofit Board: Advice and Practical Tips from the 
Field’s Top Practitioners, Researchers and Provocateurs 
(charitychannel.com)

W H AT ’ S  U P  O N L I N E ?
Would you like to discuss some of the issues 

addressed in Nonprofit World with other nonprofit 
professionals?  Do you have questions to ask or 
expertise of your own to share?  

Society for Nonprofits is actively engaged on 
LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter.  Find us on your 
favorite social media platform by visiting 
social.snpo.org

If you have any questions, contact Jason Chmura 
at jchmura@NonprofitWorld.org

please get in touch...
We would love to hear your response to anything in 
Nonprofit World, your comments about any 
aspect of the nonprofit sector, and your concerns 
about your daily work. Please get in touch in any of 
the following ways:

Drop us a note at: Letters to the Editor, 
Nonprofit World, P.O. Box 44173, Madison, 
Wisconsin 53744-4173.

E-mail to: muehrcke@charter.net

Please include your name, organization, address, 
phone number, and e-mail address. If you’d like 
your comments to appear anonymously, please let 
us know. We look forward to hearing from you!

Also see these articles at 
NonprofitWorld.org:
Are Your Activities Safe from UBIT? (Vol. 16, No. 5)

Six Tips for Better Pricing (Vol. 30, No. 4)

Should Nonprofits Perform For-Profit Activities? (Vol. 
22, No. 3)

Looking for Customers Rather Than Handouts (Vol. 22, 
No. 6)

Purging Misinformation, Hearsay, & Errors about 
Nonprofit Income (Vol. 34, No. 4)

IRS Proposes Ubit “Silo” Rules for Nonprofits (Vol. 38, 
No. 3)

How Much of Your Revenue Should Come from Earned 
Income? (Vol. 23, No. 3)
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